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ABSTRACT

RESULTS

Introduction: Cervical cancer alone accounts for 250,000 deaths per year worldwide, with the highest incidence in the developing world and underserved
population in the US. Endometrial cancer is the most common form of uterine cancer in the US with 200,000 new cases diagnosed annually. These numbers
emphasize the urgency of making biomarker tests widely accessible to ensure early, accurate, and consistent diagnosis of cervical and endometrial
biopsies. Enzo Biochem, Inc. has completed development of economic cancer biomarker detection tests utilizing monoclonal antibodies specific to p16INK4A,
Ki-67 and p53 proteins, collectively relevant to the women’s health field.

Antibody Evaluation

Blinded scoring by three independent pathologists revealed essentially equivalent immunohistochemistry staining intensity and
decreased background staining using Enzo’s POLYVIEW® PLUS Detection System as compared to Leica’s BOND Refine Kit.
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Methods: Immunohistochemical (IHC) staining of p16INK4A, Ki-67 and p53 antibodies were performed primarily on cervical, endocervical and endometrial
tissue sections using the Enzo POLYVIEW® PLUS IHC detection platform. Specimens were obtained from biopsy and resection material. IHC was performed
using a Leica automated platform. The results were directly compared to the performance of competitors’ antibodies and IHC detection reagents; analytical
sensitivity, accuracy and reproducibility have been established.
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Results: The accuracy of the new p16 , Ki-67 and p53 biomarker detection tests were demonstrated by 100% concordance with both positive and
negative clinical specimens between the Enzo and the competitors’ tests. Combined p16INK4A and Ki-67 staining accurately distinguished between cervical
low- and high-grade squamous intraepithelial lesions (LSIL and HSIL), as well as HSIL mimics; p53 stain was 100% accurate in differentiating between
high-grade endometrial lesions and low-grade and/or normal tissue. The Enzo POLYVIEW® PLUS IHC detection platform has been successfully adapted
to an automated workflow and showed adequate signal intensity and improved background.
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STUDY DESIGN
Antibody Evaluation

Figure 1. Representative images showing comparable IHC staining intensity and background of Enzo (left column) and
competitors’ (right column) p16, Ki-67 and p53 monoclonal antibodies. A – D – cervical tissue, E, F – endometrial tissue.

• Optimization and antibody dilution studies were performed to obtain optimal staining intensity and clear background.
• Accuracy studies using 33 positive and 27 negative patient specimens from the cervix, endocervix, anus, vulva, skin, endometrium, stomach, vagina, and colon,
routinely fixed in formalin and embedded in paraffin (FFPE), were chosen to evaluate each of Enzo’s p16INK4A, Ki-67, and p53 antibodies. Staining intensity and
background were compared to matching slides of the same specimens stained with previously validated p16INK4A, Ki-67, and p53 from other manufacturers.
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Figure 2. Tables summarizing 100%
concordance between Enzo’s and
competitors’ antibodies.
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Conclusions: This work reports the development of a highly flexible, cost-effective, and robust open-system IHC solution for early-stage uterine cancer
diagnosis and accurate staging. The tests can also be made applicable to other malignancies to meet diverse needs of a modern clinical diagnostic laboratory.
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Figure 3. Representative images showing comparable IHC staining intensity and cleaner background of Enzo POLYVIEW®
PLUS (left column) as compared to Leica (right column) detection reagents in automated setting using Enzo p16 (A, B),
Ki-67 (C, D) and p53 (E, F) monoclonal antibodies.

CONCLUSIONS
• Enzo has developed three new clinically relevant and cost-efficient cancer biomarker detection tests utilizing monoclonal antibodies specific to p16, Ki-67
and p53 proteins

• Reproducibility studies were performed to ensure consistent staining and stability of the diluted antibodies.
• Slides were stained on the Leica Bond Automated Stainer, blinded, and evaluated by a pathologist using brightfield microscopy.

• Comprehensive testing of the antibodies in patient specimens demonstrated overall accuracy comparable to the competitors’ in the market

IHC Detection Evaluation

• Enzo POLYVIEW® PLUS IHC detection platform has been successfully adapted to an automated workflow.

• Three specimens from the cervix, endometrium, and anus were chosen to evaluate Enzo’s POLYVIEW® PLUS detection system. Staining intensity and background
were compared to concurrently stained slides of the same tissues using Leica reagents. Results were evaluated by three independent pathologists.

• Enzo POLYVIEW® PLUS IHC detection platform can be optimized for any primary antibody of choice, meeting diverse needs of a modern clinical diagnostic
laboratory.
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